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You are an artist and you work in oils. You
have done some drawings on a new theme but
this time you would like to see your idea
realized as a print. You are not a printmaker.
What to do? A press and other printmaking
equipment add up to a prohibitive investment,
not to mention the space required. And in
order to produce a really fine print you need a
thorough knowledge of the techniques of
printmaking. Prior to 1970, this might have
posed quite a problem. But that was before
Open Studio.
Open Studio is, in the broadest sense of the
term, a printmaking studio. It is really so much
more than a workshop that the various
components of this enterprise warrant
separate attention. Open Studio can best be
described by explaining what goes on. The
activities at Open Studio can be broken down
into three areas: classes, facilities rentals,
custom printing and publishing.
The classes at Open Studio are the means
towards one specific end: the certainty that
everyone using the printmaking equipment
available for monthly rental is well-grounded in
the proper use of that equipment. Classes are
open to everyone and are taken by many
artists wishing to learn about printmaking.
Each course consists of twelve evening
sessions in any of the three techniques:
silkscreening, etching and lithography. Four
full sessions are conducted per year. Brian
Kelly directs the etching area, Don Holman
directs lithography with assistant Otis
Tamasauskas and Richard Sewell and Paul
Feldman co-direct screen process. Six
"students" make for a full class, a maximum
which is quickly met. In most cases, Open
Studio supplies all materials except fine
papers, coloured inks and plates. These
classes are looked upon only as stepping
stones to what Open Studio is really all about.
Open Studio's facilities rental programme is
unique in Canada, perhaps even North
America. And this is where the classes come
in. To be able to use the studio's equipment
you must present the director of the area in

which you want to work (that is, lithography,
silkscreening, or etching) with a portfolio of
you r work. If you have just completed the
classes, your portfolio would probably consist
of the prints you had produced. Anyway, the
area director judges your capability to operate
what amounts to some very expensive
equipment. Then you are on your own - if
you wish to be. For $40. per month you have
full use of facilities in the area you are working
in, and use of some shop supplies including
proofing inks, solvents and rags. (A second
area would cost another $20., though Richard
Sewell explained that most artists have their
hands full with one area.) This rental
programme enables artists to make prints
without having to purchase expensive and
space-consuming equipment. The master
printer is available for consultation on specific
projects. After working through Open Studio
for one year an artist receives the key,
enabling him to go in and use the facilities at
any time, day or night. When an artist has
completed an edition through this programme,
one print (a proof from outside the edition) is
reserved for Open Studio's archives. There are
now somewhere between six and seven
hundred prints in these archives. All are
catalogued with the relevant information on
each print and each print carries the "chop"
(the identifying mark) of Open Studio and the
printer. Any print from Open Studio is
identifiable by the studio's stamp.
The archive prints are maintained for a
couple of reasons. First of all, there simply is
not enough space for a gallery at Open Studio;
a gallery would mean the sacrifice of precious
working space. So the archives, curated by
Elma Schumacher, are on view to prospective
buyers and corporate supporters. Corporate
collectors, such as those from the TorontoDominion Bank and Canada Permanent, are
regular visitors to Open Studio. There is no
commission catch here, since Open Studio
does not represent those artists renting their
facilities but would simply refer a client directly
to the artist. The prints are also available to the

Kosso, the sculptor, developing his multi-media print. photos courtesy Open Studio.

studio for their five to eight group shows held
each year. These exhibitions are usually held
outside of Toronto and have included one sent
to the Canadian Cultural Centre in Paris,
France in 1975. Toronto shows have been held
at the Pollock Gallery, the Morris Gallery, the
McDonald Block and the Art Gallery of
Ontario. The staff, consisting of six part-timers
and the full-time studio co-ordinator, Jini
Stolk, choose the prints when the show is held
in a public gallery, and the dealer selects prints
for commercial gallery shows. Looking ahead,
the Art Gallery of Ontario will host Open
Studio's 10 year retrospective in 1980. With
close to a thousand prints to choose from that
will be one show not to be missed!
There are thirty positions available in this
rental programme per month and many of the
artists who use the facilities are "repeats".
About thirty-five artists are regulars at Open

Studio including Ruth Tulving, Richard
Sinclair, Robert Game, Barbara Hall and
Sandra Altwerger. Fifty to seventy-five artists
make prints through this facilities rental
programme every year.
Exposing equipment is the extent of the
photography gear, as photo processing is too
expensive at the present, so it is relegated to
outside companies.
Custom printing: a very touchy subject and
one in which semantics plays an undeniably
significant part. Let us clear the air at this point
and make it very clear that custom printing,
whereby Open Studio functions as the printer
for an artist, is not the same thing as making
reproductions of a work first realized in any
other medium. It is not the potentially
deceptive practice of taking a work on canvas
and reproducing it on paper through some
form of photo lithography. In custom printing

the work is conceived as a print and realized as
a prinLPeriod. Jini and Richard, whom we
interviewed for this article, were most concerned that this be understood.
Through the custom printing programme,
"the master printer and the artist collaborate
to create a limited edition of high quality
prints". Printmakers use this service and also
artists who usually work in other media.
Artists such as William Kurelek, Rita Letendre,
Joyce Wieland and Graham Coughtry have
participated in the programme since it began
in 1973. The artist knows what he wants
created but usually does not have the time or
expertise that are absolutely essential to
produce a first-rate print. The printer at Open
Studio does. The artist has complete control:
he makes the aesthetic judgements and the
printer makes the technical decisions.
To begin, the printer listens to the artist until

he understands what the artist wants. He
advises as to the feasibility of physically
realizing these ideas as a print. Then the cost
of printing is estimated depending on how
many prints are to be pulled, type of ink,
paper, etc. It usually costs about 10% of the
value of a print to actually print it. So, the
artist then does the screens or stones and a
proof is pulled. This is called the "bon a tirer",
or right to print, proof. If the artist decides that
all is to his satisfaction he signs this proof and
pays a percentage of the final cost. In this
collaboration of artist with printer the
lithography and etching processes are the
most straight forward for the printer. In the
screening process, however, the silkscreen
has to be reinterpreted into art stencils. The
final line is painted in by the artist with
photographic paint.
Technique is most important in the printing
craft. Even Durer relied on the skills of a
master printer. We asked Richard if he ever
hesitated to print something which, in his
opinion, was aesthetically poor. He smiled,
and then answered that he is concerned with
the technique of printing and would look upon
a job such as this as a challenge to produce a
technically fine print.
Open Studio retains 10% of the number of
prints in the edition, and of course each print
carries the studio's and printer's chops and is
well-documented.
Actually an extension of the custom printing
service is Open Studio's publishing
programme which was implemented four
years ago. This is the only commercial side to
the studio. A chosen artist is invited to
produce an edition through Open Studio
which would consequently be distributed and
sold. The artist and the studio split the profits:
after Open Studio has deducted expenses,
70 % of the sales profits go to the artist, 30%
to Open Studio. They hope to publish three or
four artists' editions each year.
The work featured on this month's cover
was produced through this publishing
programme. "Our Elder" is an etching done by
Melvin Benson, a native artist born on the
Rama Ojibway Indian Reserve in Ontario who
worked with Open Studio to produce this
edition of twenty-five prints. The work bears
the chops of Open Studio a nd Brian Kelley,
the printer. Another edition of fifty prints was
produced when sculptor Kosso Eloul joined
forces with Open Studio. Kosso chose the
medium and then consulted with the staff.
Some of these prints have been placed in
Toronto, New York and the west coast.
Publishing gives the artist time and breathing

Kosso Eloul (left) and Richard Sewell collaborating to publish and edition of prints at Open Studio.

space to experiment, while the technical backexpenses and hopefully the publishing
up is provided by Open Studio. Five to ten
percent of the operating budget comes from
corporate donations and is expressly for these
publishing projects. An efficient distribution
system is still being developed. Presently
works are distributed through dealers,
government agencies with acquisition powers,
and corporate collectors. The public is
welcome to contact Open Studio (416-3688238) for information regarding these editions.
Richard Sewell and Barbara Hall, both
printmakers, founded Open Studio with the
aid of an Ontario Arts Council grant. The
studio now occupies the third floor of a large
old building at 520 King Street West in
Toronto. During its first year Open Studio
operated on a $1,500. annual budget. Now the
operating budget is $100,000. - this alone
testifies to the studio's growth. Open Studio
became a chartered non-profit organization in
1970. About forty-five percent of this budget
comes from the Canada Council, the Ontario
Arts Council and Metro Toronto. About five to
ten percent results from corporate donations.
So in less than six years Open Studio has
become self-reliant for over half its operating

programme will continue to expand and increase the studio's revenue.
Listening to Richard and Jini discussing the
craftsmanship involved in printing you could
not help hearing unspoken feelings too. There
was a very real underlying sense of integrity.
Now, that may sound rather pretentious when
used in the context of a printmaking studio.
But honesty and, yes, integrity are really very
important to printmaking. There is still so
much confusion inherent in the word "print"
itself, and even "original" print does not mean
the same thing to everyone. The public has the
right to know that what they are getting for
$200. may not be a limited edition print but a
copy of a work conceived in some other
medium. If this is made clear and they still
want to spend their money, fine. But consistent definitions are lacking and until they are
instated the public will continue to be duped.
Open Studio, the printers working there, the
work they themselves create, even the orderliness and professionalism of the studio
proceedings emanate integrity. And if you are
a printmaker or the owner of a print carrying
Open Studio's chop, that's pretty nice to
know.
GailJ. Habs

